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Bearing Witness
A new generation of activists, including Colbians in India and Mexico, 
is using video skills and social media to alert the world to  
environmental crises.

Kids on Campus
Children of faculty living on campus create a family atmosphere on 
Mayflower Hill.
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10/Corchado to Receive Lovejoy
11/Researchers Come in Droves
11/Hard Alcohol Banned

Starry-Eyed  |   Amy Weston ’10 has had her eye on the sky since she 
was 6. Now she’s living her dream—at NASA. 
Keyword: NASA 

« Banking on Her Students  |   Christina Feng ’08 wanted her high 
school students to experience investment banking up close. They did, 
courtesy of Barclays chief Bob Diamond ’73. 
Keyword: VISIT 
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ON THE COVER Sarah Kelly ’06 shoots video in Guadalajara, Mexico, documenting contamination of the Rio Santiago. (Arthur Richards photo)
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12/Carl Glickman ’68 recalls marrying Sara 

Orton ’71, then a sophomore, beside 
Johnson Pond—with Professor Gustave 
Todrank officiating
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24/Q&A with Professor Nikki Singh on 

touring India and empowering women
26/Hard-skating alumnae discover the 

“whup-ass” fun of roller derby
26/In her new novel, Cum Laude, Cecily 

von Ziegesar ’92 takes a Gossip Girl to 
Colby, sort of

30/Tom Whidden ’72, America’s Cup 
legend, is sailmaker to the world

32/Men’s Lacrosse Coach Jon Thompson 
turns his team around, and it’s all about 
responsibility

34/Students build an unmanned photo 
plane that navigates by GPS
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THE LAST PAGE
60/Chris Schmidt ’83 on how being slacker 

at Colby taught him a lot



As always, check out insideColby.com for new podcasts, videos, blogs, and more. And, if you want to 
be reminded when new stories are added, become a fan of insideColby on Facebook.

i ns ideColbyinsideColby
for students, by students

InsideColby doesn’t just have brand new content weekly all year long 
(and almost weekly during the summer)—now it has a new online look 
that makes it easier to find the videos, pictures, blogs, podcasts, and 
stories about student life at Colby. 

A new issue of insideColby magazine has hit the mailboxes 
of potential members of the classes of 2015 and 2016—and 
all those stories are online, too. 

Students document life at Colby with a new gallery of photos every 
week during the school year. From Jan Plan to Chinese New Year, 
laundry to midterms, it’s easy to keep up through the Lens. 

Jenny Chen ’12 writes 
about professors 
who participate in 
extracurricular activities 
on campus and how that 
strengthens relationships 
between students and 
faculty.

Isadora Alteon ’13 
interviews Associate 
Professor of Religious 
Studies Carleen Mandolfo 
about her passion for 
biblical studies and the 
benefits of being at a 
liberal arts college.

Annie Chen ’12 
outlines why she 
agrees with the 
College’s new ban 
on hard alcohol and 
urges her classmates 
enjoy their freedom—
responsibly.

Stories

Student Lens

Jan Plan has been around since the 1960s, 
but what does it mean for students now? 
Internships, travel, intensive study—and 
skiing, of course. Check out this video 
narrated by Eva Ludwig ’12.

Computer science students are working 
in the robotics lab on some cutting-edge 
technology. Check out the Colby museum 
through the eyes of a laptop, and see why 
Bogo Giertler ’12 got invited to the Apple 
Worldwide Developers Conference (see 
video on insideColby.com and story on  
page 10 of this magazine).

Latest 
Videos

Men in drag.
photo by Dhokela yzeiraj ‘13

Getting...it...just..right.
photo by brian DiMento ‘10
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